Introduction
The molecular synthesis of immunoglobulins (Ig) and Tcell receptors (TcR) (Lefranc, 1990; Honjo and Alt, 1995) is particularly complex as it includes biological mechanisms such as DNA molecular rearrangements, nucleotide deletions and insertions at rearrangement junctions and, for Ig, somatic hypermutations. This complex synthesis allows one individual to produce potentially > 10 12 different Ig or TcR (in humans). The rate of published data related to Ig and TcR sequences, structures, specificities and polymorphisms is currently growing exponentially. They are produced and used by various scientific fields, including fundamental research, clinical, veterinary and pharmaceutical studies which have different objectives and use of data. Thus, sequence data description and gene nomenclatures are very heterogeneous. Biological and immunogenetics terms are frequently used with different meanings. For example, there is no clear definition for a 'germline sequence' and no consensus agreement of what is a functional gene. As a consequence, there is poor interoperability between databases and inefficient links between data.
Moreover, the generalist databases (Benson et al., 1999; Stoesser et al., 1999; Sugawara et al., 1999) , which contain most of the published Ig and TcR sequences, propose a terminology of feature keys that is too limited (and then ambiguous) for immunogenetics sequence description. For example, there are no words to delimit specifically the coding variable region of Ig and TcR (without part of the leader peptide), although this is a very important component for the protein structure, functionality and specificity characterization.
IMGT, the international ImMunoGeneTics database (http://imgt.cines.fr:8104) , is an integrated and specialized database for immunogenetics. IMGT comprises expertly annotated data and consists of three databases: LIGM-DB (for Ig and TcR), MHC/HLA-DB and PRIMER-DB [an Ig, TcR and major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-related primer database]. IMGT closely follows the content of Ig and TcR sequences from generalist databases and currently contains >35 000 entries. IMGT distributes high-quality data with an important increment value added by the LIGM expert annotations. Annotations are based on standardized and very detailed description of sequences in each step of Ig and TcR synthesis, whatever the species and whatever the chain type. Moreover, these annotations allow a description of two-dimensional (2D) and 3D structural data, and polymorphic data. This makes IMGT unique since it is the first, and so far the only, immunogenetics integrated database specializing in the genome, proteome, structure and polymorphism data of Ig and TcR of all vertebrate species, from fish to human. It was, therefore, crucial for the efficiency of IMGT to set up concise and standardized non-ambiguous classification of the immunogenetics knowledge, and to set up definitions of terms used in biology and immunogenetics. This standardization allows one to identify genes, describe sequences, structural and polymorphic data, perform a search, and improve data retrieval according to specific immunogenetics criteria. IMGT is a European project and its development policy has been agreed with the IMGT scientific committee (see IMGT information at http://imgt.cines.fr:8104).
IMGT accurate immunogenetics data are based on the semantic standardization of the biological knowledge provided by IMGT-ONTOLOGY. IMGT-ONTOLOGY is the first ontology to be developed for immunogenetics. 'An ontology is a specification of conceptualization' (Gruber, 1993) . Ontologies have so far been developed to manage, to share and to represent knowledge in various scientific fields, such as the management of medical terminology (Rector et al., 1998) , the management of molecular biology knowledge (Schulze-Kremer, 1998) , the management of the ribosome resources (Altman et al., 1998) , the management and the representation of the Escherichia coli genes and metabolism (Karp et al., 1999) , and the management of Drosophila melanogaster genomic and genetic resources (The FlyBase Consortium, 1999) . The different interpretations of the word ontology have been discussed elsewhere (Guarino and Giaretta, 1995) . IMGT-ONTOLOGY is considered as a vocabulary of well-defined terms commonly used in the field of biology and immunogenetics. IMGT-ONTOLOGY is composed by a hierarchy of concepts. A concept is a relevant and fundamental criterion which is needed to characterize Ig and TcR data. Instances of concepts represent the standardized terms that are associated with the concept. Concepts and instances are linked by relations ('is a subset of', 'is a member of', 'is a part of', etc.).
Material and software
Implementation IMGT is a relational database managed by the Sybase RDBMS, like many other biological databases. It has been developed according to a systematized approach (Giudicelli et al., 1998a) . This approach allows an easy coordination of core data entries (sequence-related data coming from EMBL), knowledge management (IMGT-ONTOLOGY) and annotation integration (expertise realized according to the rules defined in IMGT-ONTOLOGY by the IMGT annotator team of 10 curators). Concepts, instances and relations are managed in the 'knowledge subsystem' which comprises mainly two sets of relational tables: (i) in the first set are recorded the concepts and the instances with their biological characteristics; (ii) in the second set are recorded the relationships between concepts and instances. The knowledge subsystem allows one to organize and control the knowledge, as illustrated by the management of the prototypes (described below). An object-oriented model of IMGT has been designed and implemented with Java and IMGT-ONTOLOGY related data are recorded in the knowledge package. This architecture, correlated with the use of Sybase procedures and Java programs, allows the control of the biological coherence of the entries before their distribution and an automatic update of old annotations with the evolution of IMGT-ONTOLOGY. The evolution of IMGT-ONTOLOGY results from new knowledge coming from experimental research, and from the IMGT expertise ( Figure 1 ).
Distribution
IMGT-ONTOLOGY main concepts with controlled vocabularies and rules are distributed in the IMGT Scientific chart from the IMGT Marie-Paule Page at http://imgt. cines.fr:8104. The content of knowledge tables is either as direct links from the IMGT Informatics page or as descriptive HTML pages. A convivial WWW interface (http: //imgt.cines.fr:8104) has been designed, in Java language, on a client-server basis to query the IMGT database. Most of the instances of the IMGT-ONTOLOGY can be used in the IMGT Web interface to perform a search through the five search menus. 
IMGT-ONTOLOGY main concepts
IMGT-ONTOLOGY provides a semantic classification and standardization of the knowledge in the immunogenetics field used to identify the sequences, to describe their detailed composition, to classify Ig and TcR genes, and to define in which experimental, biological or medical context the sequences have been obtained. Four main concepts, 'IDENTIFICATION', 'DESCRIPTION', 'CLASSIFICATION' and 'OBTENTION', have been defined so far.
The 'IDENTIFICATION' concept
The 'IDENTIFICATION' concept ( Figure 2 ) is a set of concepts that allow scientists to identify Ig or TcR sequences according to fundamental biological and immunogenetics characteristics. These are as follows.
The 'species' concept. Species names and the corresponding taxonomy are those provided by NCBI to keep complete interoperability with generalist databases. Since Ig and TcR proteins are synthesized by vertebrates, only vertebrate species are represented in IMGT-ONTOLOGY. However, invertebrate species can easily be added if the field of investigation is later extended (for instance, members of the immunoglobulin superfamily).
The 'molecule type' concept. Three instances are considered: genomic DNA, cDNA and protein.
The 'gene type' concept. Four types of genes are well known to be involved in Ig and TcR synthesis: the variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) genes which encode the antigen binding sites, and the constant (C) genes which encode the part of the protein which has effector properties.
The 'configuration' concept. The two instances of this concept are germline and rearranged. They define the status of the V, D and J genes before or after DNA rearrangements, respectively. This concept is particularly important because it is unique in the animal and plant genomes to the Ig and TcR V, D and J genes. Note that the C genes do not rearrange directly and therefore their configuration is not defined.
The 'chain type' concept. The chain type identifies the nature of the peptidic chain potentially encoded by Ig or TcR genes. There are seven main instances for the 'chain type' concept, which are defined by the C gene sequence characteristics: Ig-Heavy, Ig-Light-Kappa, IgLight-Lambda, TcR-Alpha, TcR-Beta, TcR-Gamma and TcR-Delta.
The 'structure type' concept. The structure type distinguishes sequences that show a classical organization (regular) from those which have been modified either naturally (processed, translocated, transposed, etc.) or artificially (transgene, humanized, engineered, etc.). Definitions of these terms are available from http: //imgt.cines.fr:8104/textes/IMGTScientificChart.html.
The 'functionality' concept. The definition of functionality is based on the sequence analysis. As examples, the instances functional (for germline V, D, J, and for C sequences) and productive (for rearranged V-J and V-D-J sequences) mean that the coding regions have an open reading frame without a stop codon, and that there is no described defect in the splicing sites, and/or recombination signals, and/or regulatory elements. According to the gravity of the identified defects, the functionality can be defined as ORF, pseudogene or vestigial (for germline V, D, J, and for C sequences), or unproductive (for rearranged V-J and V-D-J sequences). Complete definitions are available at http://imgt.cines.fr:8104.
The 'specificity' concept. The specificity identifies the nature of the antigen recognized by the Ig or the TcR. The specificity is defined for rearranged Ig and TcR sequences, and standardization of instances is still in development.
The 'receptor' concept. A sequence is identified by the name of a receptor (e.g. IgA, TcR alpha-beta) when the 'chain type' of both polypeptides of the receptor has been unambiguously identified.
The 'DESCRIPTION' concept
The 'DESCRIPTION' concept ( Figure 3 ) corresponds to the classification of terms and rules which are necessary to describe the organization and the components of the Ig and TcR sequences, and to characterize their specific and conserved motifs (Giudicelli, 1998) . Three concepts of description are fundamental.
The 'entity' concept. Instances of that concept describe the conformation of an Ig or a TcR sequence. For example, the instance V-GENE represents a genomic V gene in germline configuration, whereas the instance V-J-GENE represents genomic V and J genes in rearranged configuration. Fourteen instances of the 'entity' concept have been defined so far to cover all cases of Ig and TcR sequence conformation. The different instances are linked to each other by relations that reflect the steps of the Ig and TcR chain synthesis: 'is rearranged into' and 'is transcribed into' (Giudicelli, 1998 ). Each instance is described by constitutive motifs which belong to the 'core' concept (described below), and to the 'other coding' and 'noncoding' subsets ( Figure 2) . Most of the concepts of description and their instances are features of Ig and TcR sequences (for a complete list, see Giudicelli, 1998) . Others are common to biological sequences (splicing, regulation, etc.). The main relation that links an entity and its constitutive motifs is the relation 'is part of', related to the Component/Integral-Object part-whole relationship (Artale et al., 1996a,b) . Constitutive motifs are functional and separable parts of the entity. Relationships between motifs (dependency among parts) are detailed in prototypes (see below).
The 'core' concept. This concept contains four instances, V-REGION, D-REGION, J-REGION and C-REGION, which describe the coding sequences of the V, D, J and C genes, respectively. These instances are particularly important since they can be identified in all related germline or rearranged entities as well as in protein sequences and in effective antibodies or TcR.
The 'cluster' concept. This allows the description of sequences containing several entity instances. The instances can be of the same type as in a V-CLUSTER, which contains several V-GENEs, or of different types as in a V-(VJ)-CLUSTER, which contains at least one germline V-GENE and one rearranged V-J-GENE.
Prototypes of immunogenetics sequences
Prototypes represent the organizational relationships between the constitutive motifs of an entity instance, i.e. the 'horizontal' relationships between parts (Artale et al., 1996b) , and give information on the order and expected length (in number of nucleotides) of these motifs. Very precise prototypes can be established according to other concepts such as the 'species', the 'functionality', the 'chain type', etc. The relative organization of the constitutive motifs is based on the description of the relations that (Giudicelli, 1998) . Arrows indicate the relation 'is part of '. order two motifs. Six relations are necessary: 'is separated from', 'is adjacent downstream of', 'is included in', 'is included in and shares the same 5 end', 'is included in and shares the same 3 end', 'is overlapping' (Giudicelli, 1998) .
The 'CLASSIFICATION' concept
The 'CLASSIFICATION' concept (Figure 4) organizes the immunogenetics knowledge useful to name and classify Ig and TcR genes in IMGT. Five distinct concepts of classification have been set up.
The 'locus' concept. A locus is a group of Ig or TcR genes that are ordered and are localized in the same chromosomal location, in a given species. The human genome includes seven main loci for Ig and TcR (three for Ig and four for TcR). Ig and TcR genes have also been identified in other chromosomal locations outside the main loci which represent new instances of the concept locus. However, the genes they contain, designated as orphons, are not functional.
The 'group' concept. A group is a set of genes which share the same 'gene type' (V, D, J or C) and participate potentially in the synthesis of a polypeptide of the same 'chain type'. By extension, a group includes the related pseudogenes and orphons.
The 'subgroup' concept. A subgroup is a set of genes which belong to the same group, in a given species, and which share at least 75% identity at the nucleotide level (in the germline configuration for V, D and J).
The 'gene' concept. A gene is defined as a DNA sequence that can be potentially transcribed and/or translated (this definition includes the regulatory elements in 5 and 3 , and the introns, if present). Instances of the 'gene' concept are gene names. By extension, orphons and pseudogenes are also instances of the 'gene' concept.
The 'allele' concept. An allele is a polymorphic variant of a gene. Currently, in IMGT, alleles are described at the sequence level. An allele is identified by the mutations of its sequence compared to the reference sequence designated as *01 (see IMGT Scientific chart at http://imgt.cines.fr: 8104 for IMGT description of mutations and IMGT allele polymorphism description). Full descriptions of mutations and allele name designations are only recorded for the core sequences (V-REGION, D-REGION, J-REGION, C-REGION). They are reported in alignment tables.
IMGT unique nomenclature and reference sequences
The concepts of classification have been used to set up a unique nomenclature of Ig and TcR genes (Lefranc, 1998) . A gene name comprise four letters for the group (IGHV, IGHD, TRAV, etc.). Queries on these four letters in IMGT allow the retrieval of all genes belonging to a given group, whatever the species. For each gene, IMGT has defined a reference sequence. For the V, D and J genes, the reference sequence corresponds to a germline entity (or rearranged, if the germline gene has not yet been isolated). The rules for the choice of the reference sequences are described at http://imgt.cines.fr:8104 in the IMGT Scientific Chart. The reference sequence of a gene is always the first allele (*01). The alleles of a gene are numbered in chronological order of their identification. Allele reference sequences constitute the IMGT reference directory which can be downloaded from the IMGT repertoire at http://imgt.cines. fr:8104. IMGT nomenclature for Ig and TcR of all species follows the Human Gene Mapping Nomenclature rules. This has been applied as early as 1988 for the human IGL and IGH loci Ghanem et al., 1988) , and 1989 for all the genes of the human TRG locus Rabbitts, 1989, 1990) . Using the IMGT nomenclature, the complete list of the Ig and TcR human gene has been established recently for the first time (Barbié and Lefranc, 1998; Lefranc, 1998; Pallarès et al., 1998 Pallarès et al., , 1999 Ruiz et al., 1999) .
The 'OBTENTION' concept
The 'OBTENTION' concept ( Figure 5 ) is a set of standardized terms that precise the origins of the sequence (the 'origin' concept) and the conditions in which the sequences have been obtained (the 'methodology' concept). The 'origin' concept comprises the subsets of 'cell, tissue or organ', 'auto-immune diseases', 'clonal expansion diseases' (such as leukemia, lymphoma, myeloma), whereas the 'methodology' concept comprises the subsets related to the 'hybridoma', to the experimental conditions (sequences amplified by 'PCR'), to the obtention from 'libraries ' (genomic, cDNA, combinatorial, etc.) or from 'transgenic' organisms (animal, plant) . At this stage of development, the exhaustive definition of the concepts of obtention and of their instances is still in progress.
Discussion and conclusion
IMGT-ONTOLOGY is the first ontology to be developed for immunogenetics knowledge management and distribution. The advantages provided by the use of an ontology in the development of a biological database are listed below.
Quality control
This knowledge organization (definition and classification of concepts) is indispensable to ensure the quality of the IMGT integrated database, whose goals are to provide a common access to immunogenetics data from all vertebrate species.
Quality criteria resulting from IMGT-ONTOLOGY are as follows.
• Consistency: Ig and TcR data are described with a standardized vocabulary and using the same rules whatever the species.
• Accuracy: sequences are expertly annotated according to the biological knowledge.
• Reliability: all entries (∼500 new or updated entries per week) are checked by the IMGT annotators according to the IMGT rules.
• Timeliness and coherence: with its systematized organization, IMGT-ONTOLOGY is easily updated with the appearance of new knowledge related to immunogenetics. Java programs developed for biological coherence control are used to check and update the annotations according to the new rules (Giudicelli et al., 1998a,b) .
Communication and interoperability
By dealing with the immunogenetics knowledge for all vertebrate species, IMGT-ONTOLOGY will improve communication and discussion between scientists from different fields in fundamental research, clinical, veterinary and pharmaceutical studies, in terms of immunogenetics knowledge and reuse of data. In particular, IMGT has important implications in medical research (repertoire in autoimmune diseases, AIDS, leukemia, lymphoma), therapeutic approaches (antibody engineering), genome diversity and genome evolution studies. It will be used to improve semantic signification of links and develop interoperability with the generalist EMBL and SWISS-PROT (Bairoch and Apweiler, 1999) databases, with the genome databases GDB (Fasman et al., 1997) , GENATLAS (Frezal, 1998) (Blake et al., 1999) for mouse, and with the structure PDB database (Sussman et al., 1998) .
Data submission
IMGT-ONTOLOGY is indispensable to design and develop interfaces that will allow the authors to submit and annotate sequences directly in IMGT. To be efficient and useful, such an interface will need a powerful and userfriendly user guide, that will present the controlled vocabulary with semantics.
Data distribution and reuse
IMGT-ONTOLOGY enhances the reliability of data exchange and distribution. Since most of the terms of the controlled vocabulary are used as search criteria in the Web interface, this avoids multiple searches using synonyms in order to obtain complete and correct answers. This fits with user needs since IMGT records >14 000 queries a week. IMGT-ONTOLOGY will also facilitate the reuse of IMGT data for immunogenetics data mining studies, with a significant reduction of treatments commonly used to clean data. IMGT concepts and rules have been used so far to develop an API which can be downloaded from http://imgt. cines.fr:8104/informatics/index.html. A new approach of data exchange using CORBA standard is currently in development with the collaboration of EMBL.
Although developed for immunogenetics purposes, the organization of the IMGT-ONTOLOGY main concepts can be reused by other biological databases. The 'IDENTIFICATION' concept ('species', 'molecule type', 'structure type') applies to all biological domains. The 'DESCRIPTION' concept shows a way semantically to set up and control sequence annotation in specialized databases. The 'CLASSIFICATION' concept allows the standardization of gene nomenclatures according to the HUGO nomenclature committee recommendations (http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/hugo). The 'OBTENTION' concept can be easily be applied by databases which use data coming from experimental research.
The elaboration of IMGT-ONTOLOGY was an imperative requirement for the management of IMGT, which is growing rapidly (3000 sequences in 1995, >35 000 in 1999), and whose aims are to distribute controlled and upto-date genome, proteome, structure and polymorphism data according to the knowledge in immunogenetics of all vertebrate species, from fish to human.
